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Abstract

Analyzing a program run can provide important insights
about its correctness. Dynamic analysis of complex cor-
rectness properties, however, usually results in significant
run-time overhead and, consequently, it is rarely used in
practice. In this paper, we present an approach for ex-
ploiting properties of stateful program specifications to re-
duce the cost of their dynamic analysis. With our approach,
analysis results are guaranteed to be identical to those of
a traditional expensive dynamic analyses, while analysis
cost is very low – between 23% and 33% more than the
un-instrumented program for the analyses we studied. We
describe the principles behind our adaptive online program
analysis technique, extensions to our Java run-time anal-
ysis framework that support such analyses, and report on
the performance and capabilities of two different families
of adaptive online program analyses.

1. Introduction

Run-time program monitoring has traditionally been
used to analyze program performance to identify perfor-
mance bottlenecks or memory usage anomalies. These
techniques are well-understood and have been embodied in
widely available tools that allow them to be regarded as part
of normal engineering practice for the development of large
software systems.

Researchers have sought to enrich the class of program
properties that are amenable to run-time monitoring be-
yond performance monitoring, to treat stateful properties
that were previously amenable only to static analysis or ver-
ification techniques. For example, a range of run-time mon-
itoring approaches to check conformance with temporal se-
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quencing constraints [7, 14, 19] and to find concurrency er-
rors [12, 26, 29] have been proposed in recent years.

Existing monitoring approaches, however, are not en-
tirely adequate to efficiently support such analyses. Tech-
niques aimed at reducing the instrumentation necessary to
monitor a program were designed for simpler properties re-
lated to program structure, such as basic blocks and paths
[1, 3], and are not applicable to more complex properties.
Sampling techniques can effectively control analysis over-
head, but their lossy nature makes them inappropriate for
properties that depend on exact sequencing information,
where missing the observation of an event may result in
either a false report of conformance or of error. The in-
ability to drastically reduce instrumentation or utilize sam-
pling makes dynamic analysis of stateful properties expen-
sive, with run-time overheads ranging from a factor of “20-
40” [12] to “several orders of magnitude” [4]1. As a conse-
quence they have not been widely adopted by practitioners.

There are two broad classes of dynamic analyses. A
dynamic analysis that only records information during pro-
gram execution and then analyzes that information after the
program terminates is called an offline analysis. In contrast,
an online analysis interleaves the analysis and recording of
program information with program execution. Offline ap-
proaches are more common since they naturally decouple
the recording and analysis tasks. One advantage of an on-
line analysis is that it obviates the need to store potentially
large trace files (an analysis such as the one reported by [31]
deals with traces containing millions of events). The analy-
sis consumes the trace on-the-fly during execution and sim-
ply produces the analysis result. In addition, rich dynamic
program analyses are emerging as the trigger to drive pro-
gram steering and reconfiguration, e.g., [5], which demands
that the analysis be performed online.

In this paper, we present adaptive online program anal-
ysis (AOPA) as a means of reducing the run-time overhead

1Most published research in this area fails to even mention run-time
overhead, much less provide clear performance measurements as was re-
ported for Atomizer [12], so we assume that it is one of the better perform-
ing techniques.
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of performing dynamic analyses of stateful program prop-
erties. It may seem counter-intuitive to advocate an on-
line approach to reducing analysis cost, but AOPA’s perfor-
mance advantage comes from using intermediate analysis
results to reduce the number of instrumentation probes and
the amount of program information that needs to be subse-
quently recorded. AOPA builds on the observation that at
any point during a stateful analysis only a small subset of
program behavior is of interest. Researchers have observed
this to be the case for accumulating program coverage in-
formation [6, 23, 28]. In these approaches, the instrumenta-
tion for a basic block is removed once that block’s coverage
information has been recorded, and the analysis proceeds
by monotonically decreasing the program instrumentation
until complete coverage is achieved; the remainder of the
program execution proceeds with no overhead.

AOPA generalizes this by allowing both the removal and
the addition of instrumentation to detect program behav-
ior relevant to a specific state of an analysis. Contrary to
sampling approaches, an AOPA analysis is guaranteed to
produce the same results as a non-adaptive analysis, which
maintains all relevant instrumentation throughout the pro-
gram execution. Furthermore AOPA, through the removal
of instrumentation at points during analysis, can lead to or-
ders of magnitude reduction in the overhead of run-time
analysis of stateful properties.

In the next section, we provide an overview of an AOPA
applied to a toy program to illustrate the concepts intro-
duced in the remainder of the paper. In addition to intro-
ducing the concept of AOPA, this paper makes two signif-
icant contributions. (1) In Section 3, we describe the im-
plementation of an efficient infrastructure to support adap-
tive program analysis of Java programs using the Sofya
[20] analysis framework; and (2) We define adaptive online
conformance checking of programs against finite-state au-
tomata specifications, describe an implementation of a fam-
ily of such analyses, and present performance results for
those analyses over a small set of properties and applica-
tions in Section 4. In addition, in Section 4.5, we describe
preliminary experience implementing adaptive online tem-
poral sequence property inference techniques. We discuss
related work in Section 5, and outline several additional op-
timizations we plan to implement to further reduce the cost
of AOPA. We address other directions for future work in
Section 6.

2. Overview

We illustrate the principles of adaptive online analysis
by way of an example. The top of Figure 1 sketches a sim-
ple File class with five methods in its API. Legal call se-
quences on this API are defined by the regular expression:
(open; (read | write | eof)*; close)*

p u b l i c c l a s s F i l e {
p u b l i c vo id open ( S t r i n g name ) { . . . }
p u b l i c vo id c l o s e ( ) { . . . }
p u b l i c char r e a d ( ) { . . . }
p u b l i c vo id w r i t e ( char c ) { . . . }
p u b l i c boolean e o f ( ) { . . . }

}

p u b l i c s t a t i c vo id main ( S t r i n g [ ] a rgv ) {
F i l e f = new F i l e ( ) ;
f . open ( a rgv [ 0 ] ) ;
t r y { . . .

whi le ( ! f . e o f ( ) ) {
c = f . r e a d ( ) ; . . .

}
} catch ( E x c e p t i o n e ) { . . .
} f i n a l l y { f . c l o s e ( ) ; }

}
Figure 1. File API Example

This type of object protocol is commonly used in infor-
mal documentation to describe how clients may use an API.
When formalized it can be used to analyze client code to
determine conformance and detect API usage errors.

The bottom of Figure 1 sketches a simple client appli-
cation of the File API. It instantiates an instance of the
class, and then proceeds with a sequence of calls on the
API to read the contents of a file. By inspection it is clear
that this sequence of calls is consistent with the object pro-
tocol, whose finite state automaton description is shown in
Figure 2. A traditional offline or online analysis to check
the conformance of this program with the object protocol
specification will consider a sequence of 3+2k calls where
k is the length of the input file in characters; the sequence
consists of single calls to open and close, a call to eof
and read for each character, and an extra call to eof when
the end of file is actually reached.

An adaptive online analysis that proves conformance
with this object protocol will only need to process 2
calls. The analysis calculates for each state of the
FSA the set of symbols that label self-loop transi-
tions, i.e., transitions whose source and destination is
the same state, and outgoing transitions, i.e., transi-
tions to different states including the sink state. Let
Σ = {open, close, read, write, eof} denote
the set of symbols for the FSA. Table 1 defines the self and
outgoing symbols for the FSA. The adaptive analysis be-
gins in the start state, i.e., state 1, and enables instrumen-
tation for all outgoing symbols in that state, i.e., Σ. The
first call on the API is open and the analysis transitions to
state 2. In state 2, the analysis now disables instrumentation
for {read, write, eof} since the occurrence of any
of those symbols will not change the state of the analysis.
From the perspective of state 2, those symbols are irrele-
vant. Obviously this has a dramatic effect on the run-time
of the analysis since the eof and read calls in the loop are
completely ignored by the analysis and the loop executes at
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close, eof,
read, write

Figure 2. File API Protocol FSA
State Self Symbols Outgoing Symbols
1 {} Σ
2 {read, write, eof} {open, close}
sink Σ {}

Table 1. Self and Outgoing Symbols

the speed of the original program. When the close call ex-
ecutes, the analysis transitions back to state 1 and re-enables
all instrumentation.

The adaptive analysis does incur some cost to calculate
the instrumentation to add and remove. Self and outgo-
ing symbol sets are easily calculated before analysis begins.
During analysis, symbol sets are differenced each time a
state transition is taken to update the enabled instrumen-
tation. Our experience, which is discussed in detail in Sec-
tions 4 and 4.5, is that the reduction in instrumentation more
than compensates for the costs of calculating self and out-
going symbol sets.

2.1. Breadth of Applicability

The simple example just presented illustrates that adap-
tive analysis can lead to non-trivial reductions in analysis
cost. We are aware, however, that this approach may not al-
ways render such improvements. For example, traditional,
non-adaptive, analysis for the example in Figure 1 would
only consider 3 calls if k = 0, i.e., the file is empty. For
a different property, such as a property stating that open
must precede close, i.e.,
(˜[close]*) | (˜[close]*; open; .*)*

where ˜[ ] means any symbol not inside the brackets, one
would restrict the instrumentation to only open and close
calls. Since our program only has 2 such calls, adaptive
and non-adaptive analyses will process the same number of
calls. Given the variations in performance that are possible,
we would like to better understand the extent to which the
purported benefits of adaptive analysis are observed over a
range of different analysis problems, programs under anal-
ysis, program execution contexts, and properties analyzed.

While the benefits of adaptive analysis depend on the in-
terplay between the property and program under analysis,
we believe that two characteristics of program properties
can be identified that lend themselves to efficient adaptive
analysis. (1) In [10] we defined property specifications us-

Figure 3. Specification Pattern Scopes

ing a concept called a scope. Figure 3 shows five kinds
of scopes that delimit regions of program execution within
which a property should be enforced – the hashed regions
– outside of which a property may or may not hold. Con-
sequently, when exiting a scope, all instrumentation can be
disabled except for the instrumentation for the observable
that defines the entry to that scope. (2) We found in [10],
by studying existing temporal sequencing specifications,
that properties like the cyclic open-close and precedence
properties described above occur quite commonly, and in
more than 64% of the 550 specifications we studied there
are significant opportunities for removing instrumentation.
The remaining 36% of the specifications were invariants,
which can be checked by predicates instrumented into the
program and do not require the stateful correlation of mul-
tiple program observations.

Our preliminary findings, while admittedly limited, are
very encouraging. We have discovered two broad classes
of dynamic analysis problems that hold promise for signifi-
cant performance improvement through the use of adaptive
analysis techniques. These analyses exhibit low-overhead
relative to the execution time of the un-instrumented pro-
gram, which stands in marked contrast to the multiplicative
factors, and orders of magnitude, overhead that have been
reported for dynamic analysis of stateful properties by other
researchers [4, 12].

The next section explains how we exploit recent en-
hancements to the virtual machine and Java Debug Interface
(JDI) to achieve efficient re-instrumentation of a running
program.

3. Adaptive Analysis Infrastructure

We have built adaptive online program analysis capa-
bilities into the Sofya [20] framework. This framework
enables the rapid development of dynamic analysis tech-
niques by hiding behind a layer of abstraction the details of
efficiently and correctly capturing and delivering required
program observations. Observations captured by Sofya
are delivered as events to event listeners registered with an
event dispatcher. Clients of the framework request events
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p u b l i c f i n a l c l a s s I n s t r u m e n t a t i o n M a n a g e r {
p u b l i c vo id e n a b l e V i r t u a l M e t h o d E n t r y E v e n t (

S t r i n g key , S t r i n g className ,
S t r i n g methodName , Type r e t u r n T y p e ,
Type [ ] argTypes , boolean s y n c h r o n o u s )

p u b l i c vo id d i s a b l e V i r t u a l M e t h o d E n t r y E v e n t (
S t r i n g key , S t r i n g className ,
S t r i n g methodName , Type r e t u r n T y p e ,
Type [ ] argTypes , boolean s y n c h r o n o u s )

. . .
p u b l i c vo id u p d a t e I n s t r u m e n t a t i o n ( ) { . . . }

}
Figure 4. Sofya API (excerpt)

using a specification written in a simple language.
Sofya also provides components at the level of the lis-

tener interface to manipulate streams of events via filtering,
splitting, and routing. For the purposes of our discussion,
we note especially that Sofya provides an object based
splitter that sends events related to different object instances
to different listeners. Such a splitter uses a factory to obtain
a listener for each unique object observed in the program
and direct events related to that object to that listener.

To capture observations efficiently and faithfully2 in both
single and multi-threaded programs, Sofya employs a
novel combination of byte code instrumentation with the
Java Debug Interface (JDI) [17] – an interface that enables
a debugger in one virtual machine to monitor and manage
the execution of a program in another virtual machine. In-
strumentation is used to capture some events because the
JDI does not provide all of the events that are potentially
interesting to program analyses (such as acquisition and re-
lease of locks3), and because it cannot deliver some events
efficiently (such as method entry and exit). Additions and
enhancements to the virtual machine and debug interface in
Java 1.5 have enabled us to implement features in Sofya
to enable and disable the delivery of such observations as
the program is running, including by addition and removal
of byte code instrumentation during execution.

The adaptive features are implemented within the
Sofya framework by providing an online API, an excerpt
of which is shown in Figure 4, to enable and disable the
events delivered in the event stream at any time. The JDI
provides a function to redefine classes in a managed vir-
tual machine, and as of Java 1.5 it is possible to to rede-
fine classes from within the running virtual machine. We
use these features to add and remove instrumentation us-
ing the Sofya instrumentors, and the parts of the frame-
work employed by the analyses discussed in this paper use
the “redefineClasses” function of the JDI to swap in modi-
fied byte codes at runtime. A significant feature of Sofya’s
adaptive instrumentation API is that requests can be aggre-

2With respect to ordering, and with as little perturbation as possible.
3Java 1.6 will provide contended lock events, but this will still not ad-

dress the need for observation of all lock events – information that is nec-
essary for many analyses.

gated before redefinition occurs. This optimizes the use of
the JDI class redefinition facility for groups of updates that
affect the same class but different methods.

To illustrate how the API is used, we sketch part of the
implementation of an adaptive checker for the object proto-
col presented in Section 2; we abbreviate the names of API
methods in our presentation. The analysis, which we refer
to as A, is a factory attached to an object based splitter that
produces an FSA checker, C, for each instance of the File
type allocated during the program run. At the beginning
of execution, A calls enable("File", "File");
update() to enable instrumentation on File constructor
calls. When that constructor is called, Sofya triggers
the creation of an instance of C and attaches it to the
event stream for newly allocated instance of File. The
constructor of C will make calls to enable the outgoing
transition events out of the start state state, i.e., 1 of the
protocol, specifically: enable("File", "open");
enable("File", "read"); ... update().
When open is called, C is triggered and disables the self-
loop events for state 2 with calls: disable("File",
"read"); ... update(). Finally, when close is
called, C re-enables the events it disabled after the open
was observed.

4. Adaptive Program Analyses

Researchers have investigated the use of a wide variety
of formalisms for expressing properties of program execu-
tions that can be checked at run-time. Assertions are now
widely used during development [16, 25] and guidelines for
safety critical software propose that assertions remain en-
abled during system operation [15]. Developers are clearly
seeing the added error detection value of embedding non-
functional validation code into their systems. In this section,
we describe how adaptive analysis can reduce the overhead
of checking stateful specifications of correct program be-
havior, to enrich online program validation techniques be-
yond the simple boolean expression evaluation supported by
assertions. We also give a brief overview of how an anal-
ysis to infer such stateful properties can be made adaptive
and thereby offer potential performance improvements.

4.1 FSA Checking

A variety of program properties can be expressed as
finite-state machines or regular expressions, e.g., [10]. De-
velopers define properties in terms of observations of a pro-
gram’s run-time behavior. In general, an observation may
be defined in terms of a change in the data state of a pro-
gram, the execution of a statement or class of statements, or
some combination of the two. For simplicity, in our presen-
tation we only consider observations that correspond to the
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entry and exit of a designated program method.
We define an observable alphabet, Σ, as a set of symbols

that encode observations of program behavior. A determin-
istic finite state automaton is a tuple (S, Σ, δ, s0, A) where:
S is a set of states, s0 ∈ S is the initial state, A ⊆ S are
the accepting states and δ|S ×Σ → S is the state transition
function. We use ∆|S × Σ+ → S to define the composite
state transition for a sequence of symbols from Σ.

Offline FSA checking involves instrumenting a program
to detect each occurrence of an observable and to record the
corresponding symbol in Σ, usually in a file. The sequence
of symbols, σ ∈ Σ∗, describes a trace of a program execu-
tion that is relevant to the FSA property. An offline checker
will simply evaluate ∆(s0, σ) ∈ A to determine whether the
property is satisfied or violated by the program execution.

Online FSA checking involves instrumenting a program
to detect each occurrence of an observable, but rather than
record the corresponding symbol, a ∈ Σ, the analysis tracks
the progress of the FSA in recognizing the sequence of
symbols immediately. The analysis executes the algorithm
sketched in Figure 5, where scur ∈ S records the current
state of the FSA. When the instrumentation for an observ-
able executes, it triggers the execution of a handler, passing
the id of the detected observable. An online checker evalu-
ates scur ∈ A upon program exit to determine whether the
property is satisfied or violated by the program execution.
Online analysis has a clear space advantage since it need not
record the program trace. In this simple setting, it appears
as if the online approach also has a performance advantage,
since it performs no file IO, but for more realistic situations,
where many FSAs may be checked simultaneously, the of-
fline approach may be significantly faster.

4.2. Adaptive Online FSA Checking

Online FSA checking is made adaptive by defining pre-
cisely when observables can be safely ignored by the anal-
ysis. The instrumentation for those observables can be re-
moved from the program without affecting the ability of the
checking algorithm to accept or reject the program run.

The outgoing symbols for a state, s ∈ S, are defined as
out(s) = {a|a ∈ Σ ∧ δ(s, a) 6= s}

and the self symbols as
self(s) = Σ− out(s)

The intuition is that we wish to define a subset of the al-
phabet that forces the FSA to leave the given state, and the
rest of the symbols can be ignored in that state. Ignoring
self symbols in a trace will not change the acceptance of the
trace by an FSA. Consider a trace σ = σ0 +a+σ1 over the
alphabet, where + denotes concatenation. For an FSA with
s = ∆(s0, σ0) and a ∈ self(s), by definition ∆(s, a) = s,
and thus, ∆(s0, σ0 + σ1) = ∆(s0, σ).

Adaptive online FSA checking is an extension to online

INIT() HANDLER(oid a)
1 scur = s0 2 scur = δ(scur, a)

end INIT() end HANDLER()

Figure 5. Online FSA checker
INIT() HANDLER(oid a)
1 scur = s0 3 snext = δ(scur, a)
2 enable(out(scur)) 4 enable(out(snext)− out(scur))
end INIT() 5 disable(self(snext)− self(scur))

6 scur = snext

end HANDLER()

Figure 6. Adaptive online FSA checker

FSA checking. Figure 6 sketches the algorithm for the anal-
ysis. Initially, program instrumentation for outgoing ob-
servables in the FSA start state are enabled. When an ob-
servable a ∈ Σ occurs, the analysis updates the current state
to be the next state, and enables and disables the appropriate
instrumentation for that state. This guarantees that all in-
strumentation needed for transitioning out of the next state
is enabled, which is all that is needed to assure equivalence
with online FSA checking. Disabling or failing to disable
instrumentation for self symbols does not impact correct-
ness, only performance.

4.3. Checking Multiple Properties

It is essential that adaptive analysis be able to check mul-
tiple properties in a single program run, since we may want
to check multiple properties of a program or a single prop-
erty over multiple instances of a class.

Our adaptive analyses are capable of checking FSA con-
formance over the lifetimes of independent objects dur-
ing program execution, i.e., they are object-sensitive. To
achieve this they are built using an object based splitter,
which allows a single FSA checker to be instantiated many
times to simultaneously check the property against multiple
live instances of a class. Checking multiple FSAs, whether
instances of the same property or different properties, com-
plicates analysis. If the FSAs share any symbols in their
alphabets, then their simultaneous operation can cause in-
terference when one checker disables an observable that an-
other requires. This would lead to incorrect analysis results
relative to a non-adaptive analysis.

We describe a solution based on reference counting of in-
strumented observables by enhancing the algorithm in Fig-
ure 6 to obtain that of Figure 7. The concept is simple: ref-
erence counts are maintained that reflect the number of FSA
checkers that require a given observable, and an observ-
able is only disabled when the reference count reaches zero
(lines 9-12 in Figure 7). An observable is enabled (lines 2-4
and 6-8 of Figure 7) when the first checker requests it after
it has been disabled.

When multiple properties are analyzed simultaneously,
the global alphabet of all observable symbols is the union
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INIT()
1 scur = s0

2 for each a ∈ out(scur) do
3 if (count[a]++) == 1 then
4 enable(a)

end INIT()
HANDLER(oid a)
5 snext = δ(scur, a)
6 for each b ∈ (out(snext)− out(scur)) do
7 if (count[b]++) == 1 then
8 enable(b)
9 for each b ∈ (self(snext)− self(scur)) do

10 count[b]-=(count[b] > 0)?1 : 0
11 if count[b] == 0 then
12 disable(b)
13 scur = snext

end HANDLER()

Figure 7. Adaptive online multi-FSA checker

of the individual property alphabets, Σglobal =
⋃

i Σi. In
this situation, each FSA, k, is redefined over this global al-
phabet by introducing self-loop transitions in each state for
all symbols in Σglobal −Σk. We note that this changes nei-
ther the meaning of the property, nor the outgoing symbol
set definitions. Our experience suggests that maintaining
small outgoing symbol sets is a key factor in reducing the
cost of adaptive analysis.

4.4. Experience and Evaluation

We have implemented a family of online dynamic FSA
checking analyses for Java using Sofya. The analyses vary
in the degree of object and thread sensitivity they enforce,
but all accept properties specified as regular expressions and
then convert those to deterministic FSAs using the Laser
FSA toolkit from the University of Massachusetts.
Properties. Figure 8 shows two examples of the kind of
regular expression that our analyses accept as input; to con-
serve space we have elided the JNI strings used to define
calls based on signatures. On the left is an instance of
a precedence specification pattern [10] defined over calls
on a Java interface where the “˜” operator negates sym-
bol classes, denoted by “[ ]”, “.” denotes all events, and
“;” denotes concatenation. We refer to this property as
SetReader Before Parse (sbp).

On the right of the figure is a more complicated
constrained-response pattern instance specifying the cyclic
occurrence of setBuilder and getResult calls; we
refer to this property as Parser Builder (pb). This spec-
ification has named parameters, e.g., p and b, and wild
cards, “*”, that are used to correlate calls on related objects.
For instance, the unique object id of the IXMLBuilder
instance passed to the setBuilder call is bound to b.
Subsequently, the expression only matches calls on the API
with b as the receiver object.

Code base Classes Public Methods SLOC
NanoXML 25 247 1908
XML2HTML 5 - 109
JXML2SQL 10 - 353

Table 2. Application code-base measures

Artifacts. We wrote two precedence properties and two
constrained-response properties to capture expected usage
patterns of the NanoXML library; we acquired this pro-
gram from the SIR repository [8, 9]. NanoXML is an open-
source library for parsing XML structures that is designed
to be very light-weight. We checked the properties on two
of the applications that come with the NanoXML release:
XML2HTML converts an XML file written using a specific
DTD to HTML, JXML2SQL translates an XML file con-
forming to a particular DTD into SQL commands to con-
struct a database and populate it with tables.

Table 2 provides some basic static measures of the pro-
grams and of NanoXML itself. Since we focused on
the use of the three primary interfaces in NanoXML, i.e.,
IXMLParser, IXMLBuilder, and IXMLReader, it
will come as little surprise that we observed a similar pat-
tern of library usage by the applications. There were, how-
ever, some interesting differences between the applications
that demanded the accurate object tracking and correlation
implemented in our analyses. For example, XML2HTML
used a custom instance of an IXMLBuilder whereas
JXML2SQL used a default builder, and the applications
used different NanoXML factory methods to create and
bind instances of the three interfaces.

The NanoXML and application code bases are small, but
the complexity of a dynamic analysis is dependent on the
run-time behavior of the program, the inputs to the program,
and of course the source code; even a small program can
have complex and long-running behavior.

A few small XML sample input files were supplied with
the applications, but based on an informal survey of XML
files available on the Internet, which ranged from 10s to
100s of kilobytes in size, we felt that the sample inputs
would not force the complexity and duration of run-time be-
havior that an XML parser would experience in real-world
use. To address this, we constructed a program that would
generate XML files of increasing size that complied with the
two applications’ DTDs; the content of the files was gen-
erated by constructing XML structures around a sampling
from the 311,142 words in the standard Linux dictionary
and “extra words” files. We generated sequences of 10 in-
put files increasing in size by a fixed amount for use in our
evaluation.

Analyses. We ran several different analyses for each appli-
cation and each property specification on increasing sizes
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for events {
"IXMLParser:parse",
"IXMLParser:setReader" }

˜["parse"]*
|
(

˜["parse", "setReader"]*;
"setReader";
.*

)

for events { "IXMLParser.parse", "IXMLParser.setBuilder",
"IXMLBuilder.startElement", "IXMLBuilder.getResult" }

˜["*.setBuilder(*)"]*;
( "p.setBuilder(b)";
˜["p.setBuilder(*)", "p.parse", "b.startElement", "b.getResult"]*;
"p.parse";
˜["p.setBuilder(*)", "p.parse", "b.getResult"]*;
"getResult";
˜["p.setBuilder(*)", "b.startElement", "b.getResult"]*

)*

Figure 8. API call precedence and constrained-response properties

app-property noinst jrat adaptive adaptive
(sec) (sec) (sec) %overhead

XML2HTML-pb 10.5 34.1 13.2 25.7%
XML2HTML-pr 10.5 271.0 13.1 24.8%
XML2HTML-sbp 10.5 14.5 13.0 23.8%
XML2HTML-sbbsa 10.5 26.4 12.9 22.9%
JXML2SQL-pb 12.6 30.1 16.8 33.3%
JXML2SQL-pr 12.6 277.4 16.5 31.0%
JXML2SQL-sbp 12.6 15.5 16.3 29.4%
JXML2SQL-sbbsa 12.6 24.8 16.6 31.7%

Table 3. Timing at input sequence midpoints

of input. noinst is a completely un-instrumented version
of the application; we use it to assess the overhead of our
analyses. jrat is an instrumentation framework that uses
BCEL to capture trace data from Java programs; it is used
by a number of researchers. We implemented an optimized
handler for recording just the set of observations present in
a property as described in [31]. adaptive is our adaptive
FSA checking analysis. We also ran a non-adaptive ver-
sion of our FSA checking analysis, but we do not report on
its performance since it was significantly slower than the
others (on several examples, we observed that the cost in-
creased at a rate that was more than twice that of jrat) which
confirmed the prohibitive cost of performing online analysis
without adaptation. Each combination of analysis, applica-
tion and input size was run 10 times on a dual Opteron 252
(2.6Ghz) SMP system running Gentoo Linux 2006.0 and
JDK 1.5 08; we instrumented the program under analysis
to measure time spent between the start and end of execu-
tion of the analyzed application.
Results. In general, we observed very similar trends in
performance across the two applications. This is not sur-
prising, since they are both performing XML parsing using
NanoXML, and then performing custom computation on an
internal representation of the parsed data. The performance
of these applications is dominated by the time to perform
the XML parsing, which causes the overhead of checking
NanoXML APIs to appear larger than it would for applica-
tions that performed significant additional computation.

Table 3 reports the mean time in seconds, for the 6th of
the 10 input files, of different analysis techniques for pairs
of application and property. In addition to the “pb” and
“sbp” properties described above, we check a precedence

property for IXMLBuilder instances, called SetBuilder
Before StartAdd (sbbsa), and a constrained-response prop-
erty relating IXMLReader and IXMLParser, called
Parser Reader (pr). Structurally these two properties are
similar to the ones shown in Figure 8. These data clearly
show that adaptive FSA checking can be performed with
relatively low overhead compared to the un-instrumented
application.

Measurements of overhead are useful, but they only
characterize analysis performance at single points in the
range of behaviors of the program under analysis. To get
a more complete picture of analysis behavior, in Figure 9
we plot the rates of growth of the analysis costs, as input
size increases, for each of the properties analyzed on one
of the applications; the curves for the other applications are
similar. Two prominent trends are apparent in the data. (1)
Adaptive analysis almost never performed worse than jrat.
For a few small input sizes of the SetReader Before Parse
precedence property jrat is faster, but this is a property that
observes two API calls, each of which occurs a single time
in each application, so the overall burden of checking is lim-
ited to processing two observations.

We note that the performance advantage of the adap-
tive analysis relative to jrat is an underestimate, since an
offline dynamic analysis would incur the cost of the jrat ex-
ecution, to record a trace file, and then additional cost to
process the trace file. Furthermore, for some of the larger
input sizes, the jrat analysis generates trace files of sev-
eral gigabytes, whereas the adaptive analysis, as an online
checker, simply delivers the boolean analysis verdict. (2)
Adaptive analysis appears to have a similar rate of growth as
the un-instrumented program. Clearly there is some initial
startup overhead incurred by adaptive analysis, but the gap
in performance does not widen as the program input size in-
creases. This bodes well for considering adaptive analyses
as candidates to be deployed in fielded systems, since their
overhead appears negligible once the system is initialized.

These results provide only preliminary evidence on the
cost-effectiveness of adaptive online program analysis, but
we believe they are a strong indicator that low-overhead dy-
namic analysis of stateful properties can be achieved.
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Figure 9. Growth of FSA checking analysis cost with XML file size

4.5. Adaptive Online Property Inference

In recent years a number of researchers have pro-
posed analyses to infer sequencing properties from program
traces. We have implemented adaptive variants of several
inference algorithms, including one capable of inferring a
range of sequencing patterns over public calls on a desig-
nated API. For illustration purposes, we explain how our
analysis operates to infer Yang et al.’s Alternating pattern
[31], i.e., (AB)∗ pattern.

Conceptually the analysis is very simple: it generates the
set of all possible (AB)∗ regular expressions over the pub-
lic calls in an API and launches simultaneous FSAs (as in
Section 4.3) to perform online checks for those expressions.
Figure 10 gives the generic structure of an FSA for this pat-
tern, where A and B are bound to each pair of calls. It may
seem hopelessly inefficient to have so many online check-
ers running simultaneously, however, most of the FSAs are
violated very early in processing a program trace and tran-
sition to their sink state. Recall that once an FSA reaches
its sink state all transitions are self-loops. This results in a
rapid convergence of observable reference counts towards
zero, at which point instrumentation for the observable is

turned off for the remainder of the analysis run.
Table 4 illustrates this process for the example in Fig-

ure 1 with a file of length 3, which produces a sequence
of six observable events; we restrict the alphabet to open
(o), close (c), and eof (e) to keep the example small.
Six instances of the FSA from Figure 10 are operating si-
multaneously, making independent transitions into different
states (represented in each cell) based on the sequence of
observable events; the AB bindings for the FSA are given
in the first column of the table. When the program exits, the
analysis produces the set of patterns, i.e., alternating pat-
tern instances, that were not violated, which for this exam-
ple is (open;close)∗. We note that after the third event
has occurred, all FSAs involving eof (oe, eo, ec, and ce)
have transitioned to their sink states and the instrumenta-
tion for eof is removed. Thus, property inference over this
alphabet for this program will require 4 observable events,
regardless of the size of the program input. In this simple
example, only a single instance of the File is allocated,
but, as discussed earlier in this section, multiple instances
are handled naturally by the observable reference counting
technique.

One significant advantage of this approach is that it is
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AB Observable Trace
o e e e e c Outcome

oc 2 2 2 2 2 1
√

co s - - - - - ×
oe 2 1 s - - - ×
eo s - - - - - ×
ec 1 2 s - - - ×
ce 1 s - - - - ×

Table 4. File Trace and FSA Transitions

1 2
A

A

Σ-{A,B}Σ-{A,B}

B

Σsink

B

Figure 10. Generic (AB)∗ FSA

simple to adapt to mining other specification patterns. One
need only describe a skeletal version of the pattern, and the
analysis will generate the specific instances to check online;
we used this feature to infer Precedence patterns in addition
to Alternating patterns. In general, there may be combina-
torially many pattern instances, but for NanoXML the rela-
tively modest sizes of the public APIs, which ranged from
9 to 14 method calls, and the patterns of client usage that
exercised that API quite extensively, allowed our analyses
to finish in less than 2 minutes for the applications consid-
ered in the previous section. The analyses inferred all of the
expected properties.

5. Related Work

There have been many research efforts to enhance the
efficiency of profiling activities. Most of these efforts can
be classified into three groups.

The first group includes techniques that perform up-front
analysis to minimize the number or improve the location of
the probes necessary to profile the events of interest. These
techniques utilize different program analysis approaches to
avoid inserting probes that can render duplicated or infer-
able information. For example, discovering domination re-
lationships can reduce the number of probes required to cap-
ture coverage information [1], identifying and tagging key
edges with predetermined weights can reduce the cost of
capturing path information [3], and optimizing the instru-
mentation payload code can yield overhead improvements
[27]. Since these techniques operate before program exe-
cution, they are complementary to, and can be applied in
combination with, the adaptive technique we propose.

The second group of techniques utilize the notion of

sampling. These techniques select and profile a subset of
the population of events to reduce profiling overhead while
sacrificing accuracy. Their effectiveness depends on the
sample size and the sampling strategy. Techniques are avail-
able to sample across multiple dimensions, such as time
[13], population of events [2, 21], or deployed user sites
[11, 24], while their strategies range from basic random
sampling (used by many of the commercial and open source
tools) to conditionally driven paths based on a predefined
distribution [21], or stratified proportional samples on mul-
tiple populations [11]. The flexibility offered by the various
sampling schemes makes them very amenable for profiling
activities that can tolerate some degree of data loss. Our ap-
proach could be perceived as performing a form of directed
systematic sampling, where the subset of observables is se-
lected by a given FSA state.

The third group of techniques that has emerged recently
aims at adjusting the location of probes during the execution
of the program, by removing or inserting probes as certain
conditions are met. Several frameworks such as Pin [22],
DynInst [30] and the commercial JFluid (now a part of the
NetBeans professional package [18]) have appeared to sup-
port such activities. Our community has started to lever-
age these capabilities to, for example, reduce the coverage
collection overhead through the removal of probes corre-
sponding to events that have already been covered by a test
suite [6, 23, 28]. This has been particularly effective when
applied to extensive and highly repetitive tests, resulting in
overhead reductions of up to one order of magnitude.

Adaptive on-line program analysis fits in the latest group
of techniques that adjust the required probes during the ex-
ecution of the program. It is more general than existing
techniques oriented toward coverage-probes removal, since
it can handle more complex properties that may require the
insertion of probes as well. And the technique is generic
enough that it can be implemented on any dynamic instru-
mentation framework that supports the ability to add and
remove instrumentation at runtime.

There is a significant and growing body of literature on
run-time verification and temporal property inference. We
have explained our work in terms of event observations
of program behavior, e.g., entering a method or exiting a
method, with restricted forms of data, e.g., receiver object
id’s. It is important to note that arbitrary portions of the data
state can also be captured by Sofya instrumentation. The
instrumentation cost is higher to capture more observation
data, but for state-based properties, e.g., [4, 14], this would
be necessary. Since Sofya can observe all writes to fields,
we believe it would be straightforward to implement adap-
tive online temporal logic checking in our framework.
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6. Conclusions

We have proposed a new approach to dynamic program
analysis, AOPA, that leverages recent advances in run-time
systems to adaptively vary the instrumentation needed to
observe relevant program behavior. This approach is quite
general, as is the Sofya infrastructure on which we have
implemented it. AOPA also appears to be very effec-
tive, reducing the overhead of demanding stateful analysis
problems from orders of magnitude to less than 33% per-
cent over the un-instrumented program. Furthermore, for
many properties it appears that adaptive overhead is con-
fined to initialization time, and the rate of growth in run-
time of adaptively analyzed programs and un-instrumented
programs parallel each other as input sizes increase.

We believe that there are a wealth of research opportu-
nities to be explored with adaptive online program analysis,
such as making a wider variety of analyses adaptive, study-
ing the cost and effectiveness of those analyses over a broad
range of programs, and further optimizing the performance
of adaptive analysis infrastructure.
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